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High-level Application Development for Sensor

Networks: Data-driven Approach

Animesh Pathak and Viktor K. Prasanna

Abstract Owing to the large scale of networked sensor systems, ease of program-

ming remains a hurdle in their wide acceptance. High-level application development

techniques, or macroprogramming provides an easy to use high-level representation

to the application developer, who can focus on specifying the behavior of the system,

as opposed to the constituent nodes of the wireless sensor network (WSN).

This chapter provides an overview of the current approaches to high-level appli-

cation design for WSNs, going into the details related to data-driven macroprogram-

ming. Details of one such language are provided, in addition to the approach taken

to the compilation of data-driven macroprograms to node-level code. An implemen-

tation of the modular compilation framework is also discussed, as well as a graphical

toolkit built around it that supports data-driven macroprogramming. Through exper-

iments, it is shown that the code generated by the compiler matches hand-generated

implementations of the applications, while drastically reducing the time and effort

involved in developing real-world WSN applications.

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) enable low cost, dense monitoring of the physical

environment through collaborative computation and communication in a network of

autonomous sensor nodes, and are an area of active research [7]. Owing to the work

done on system-level services such as energy-efficient medium access [25] and data-

propagation [45] techniques, sensor networks are being deployed in the real world,

with an accompanied increase in network sizes, amount of data handled, and the
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variety of applications [28, 46, 19, 26]. The early networked sensor systems were

programmed by the scientists who designed their hardware, much like the early

computers. However, the intended developer of sensor network applications is not

the computer scientist, but the designer of the system using the sensor networks

which might be deployed in a building or a highway. Throughout this chapter, the

term domain expert will be used to mean the class of individuals most likely to use

WSNs — people who may have basic programming skills but lack the training re-

quired to program distributed systems. Examples of domain experts include archi-

tects, civil and environmental engineers, traffic system engineers, medical system

designers etc. We believe that the wide acceptance of networked sensing is depen-

dent on the ease-of-use experienced by the domain expert in developing applications

on them.

The various approaches of application development currently available to the

domain expert are discussed next.

1.1 Node-level Programming

Since their early days, WSNs have been viewed as a special class of distributed

systems, and have been approached as such from an application development per-

spective as well. Consequently, application developers have thus far specified their

applications at the level of the individual node where the they use a language such

as nesC [16], galsC or Java to write the program, directly interacting with the node-

level services stated earlier, or a middleware [50, 14, 36] that aids in the program-

ming process. The developer can read the values from local sensing interfaces, main-

tain application level state in the local memory, send messages to other nodes ad-

dressed by node ID or location, and process incoming messages from other nodes.

However, In all these approaches. the application developer is responsible for ensur-

ing that these individual finite state-machines executing on the individual nodes of

the WSN will interact to produce the desired result.

Owing to the large size and heterogeneity of the systems involved, as well as

the limited distributed programming expertize of the domain experts, the above

paradigm of node-level programming is not easy to use for sensor networks. This

is believed to be a large obstacle holding back the wide-acceptance of WSNs. For

example, to develop an environment management application in nesC, a commonly

used language in WSNs, the developer has to specify the functions at each node in

terms of the respective components - one each for sensing the environment, com-

municating with other nodes, as well as controlling the actuators attached to each

nodes.

One of the earliest toolkits proposed to reduce the programming effort was the

Sensor Network Application Construction Kit (SNACK) [20], which provides a

component composition environment that allows developers to define explicit con-

figurable parameters for application-level components. The SNACK user develops

applications at the node-level using a text-based description of wiring between com-
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ponents, several of which are libraries provided by the authors. These programs are

analyzed by the compiler to generate maximally-shared nesC expansions, which

then have to be deployed just like normal nesC applications. The Flask language [33]

facilitates node-level programming using data-flow graphs and provide facilities

for composing atomic subgraphs across the network using a flow communication

model. The application is specified in a variant of OCaml, and the behavior of indi-

vidual processing elements is specified in nesC. The Flask compiler then generates

node-level nesC code from the datagraph. In addition to the above, some graphical

toolkits have also been proposed for WSN application development. The authors of

Viptos [11] allow developers to model and simulate TinyOS applications in a graph-

ical manner. A similar functionality is provided by GRATIS [18] where developers

can use GME for easy modeling of TinyOS applications.

1.2 High-Level Abstractions for WSNs

In spite of the tools available for easing node-level application development, the

application developer is still responsible for ensuring that the distributed application

that results from these communicating node-level programs performs the necessary

functions as desired, and is also efficient in terms of the energy spent during its

operations. Several techniques have been proposed to provide a higher-level view of

the sensor network. TinyDB [32] and Cougar [54] were the first works to abstract

the sensor field as a database, allowing the user to execute queries over the sensed

data in an SQL-like manner. The Task [9] toolkit makes designing and deploying

TinyDB query-based application easy, where users can query the sensor data using

SQL-like queries, and also provides a visualizer for monitoring the network health

and sensor readings. SenQ [53] enables user-driven and peer-to-peer in-network

query issue by wearable interfaces and other resource-constrained devices. Complex

virtual sensors and user-created streams can be dynamically discovered and shared,

and SenQ is extensible to new sensors and processing algorithms.

Semantic streams [51] presents each user with a 3-D rendering of the sensors in

the testbed as well as all predicates that are queryable. The work in [52] builds on it

by providing a spreadsheet approach to programming and managing data-querying

applications in WSNs. In semantic middleware [6], applications are represented in

a graphical interface as composable data sources and inference units which can be

connected to retrieve required data by composition engines. jWebDust [10] provides

a multi-tier application environment, where different sensor networks can be visu-

alized as one to query the sensed data in a user-friendly manner.

In addition to database-like abstractions, another active area of resarch for WSNs

has been abstractions for the target tracking applications. EnviroSuite [30] is an

object-based programming system that introduces the environmentally immersive

paradigm. Its abstractions revolve directly around elements of the environment as

opposed to sensor network constructs, such as regions, neighborhoods, or sensor

groups. Object instances float across the network following (geographically) the el-
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ements they represent. The EnviroSuite Compiler (EIPLC) takes EnviroSuite code

as input and outputs desired environmental monitoring applications in nesC, which

then can be compiled by a standard nesC compiler and uploaded to the motes. The

recent EnviroMic [31] application focuses on a distributed acoustic monitoring, stor-

age, and trace retrieval system designed for disconnected operation.

Moving beyond domain-specific applicaion of system-level thinking, there have

been attempts to provide more general-purpose high-level appliction design for sen-

sor networks. The work on SensorWare [8] and State-centric programming [29]

provided some of the initial thoughts on the matter. This was followed by increased

research in the field of sensor network macroprogramming, which aims to aid the

wide adoption of networked sensing by providing the domain expert the ability to

specify their applications at a high level of abstraction. In macroprogramming, ab-

stractions are provided to specify the high-level collaborative behavior at the system

level, while intentionally hiding most of the low-level details concerning state main-

tenance or message passing from the programmer.

Kairos [21] (and later, Pleiades [27]) is an imperative, control driven macro-

programming language where the application designer can write a single program

in a Python-like language with additional keywords to express parallelism. A ‘cen-

tralized’ program describes the activities at all nodes in the system and is translated

into node-level binaries by a dedicated compiler.

Regiment [41] is a functional programming language, with support for region-

based functions like filtering, aggregation and function-mapping. The Regiment

primitives operate on a model of the sensor network as a set of continuous data

streams. In [39], the authors introduced the TML intermediate language to repre-

sent the actions being performed at individual nodes. Regiment programs can be

seen as data flow graphs, with primitives such as afold combining functions and

data on actual nodes to produce data. The work in [40] extends this to the Wave-

Script language which addresses applications working on live data streams.

In their work on COSMOS [1], the authors have presented the mPL macropro-

gramming language and the mOS operating system which can be used to program

WSNs by way of task graphs, as long as all nodes of a single type have the same

set of tasks running on them. Finally, MacroLab [22] (now supported by MacroDe-

bugging [47]) provides a Matlab-like interface to WSN application developers, so

that they can use operations such as addition, max, and find on sensor data

addressed as macrovectors. This paradigm focuses on accessing and operating on

data presented in matrix form, sometimes using different implementations (central-

ized versus distributed) of the same operation (e.g. max). The work in ATaG [3]

is focused on data-driven macroprogramming (discussed in detail in Section 2),

which allows the developer to specify the functionality of their application in terms

of tasks that interact with each other only using the data items that they produce and

consume.

For a detailed discussion of the various techniques available for application de-

velopment on sensor networks, the reader is recommended to read the survey by

Mottola et. al [38].
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Macroprogramming
Node-level Programming

Fig. 1 Comparing node-centric and macro- programming.

1.3 Macroprogram Compilation

In the context of macroprogramming for WSNs, we define compilation as the

semantics-preserving transformation of a high level application specification into

a distributed software system collaboratively hosted by the individual nodes. The

macroprogram compilation process has several challenges (highlighted in [43]),

which must be addressed by the designers of compilation frameworks for macro-

programming languages. The process of semantics-preserving transformation itself

involves addressing challenges of correct and efficient conversion of representation.

In addition, developers should be given the ability to express performance goals for

the deployed system (e.g., in terms of expected network lifetime or latency) that the

compiler should consider in optimizing the configuration of individual nodes and

the allocation of different functionality to them.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the ease of design provided by macroprogramming comes

at a cost when compared to traditional node-centric programming. In the former

approach, application developers reason at a high level of abstraction, while the

process of converting the high level representation to that of the individual nodes is
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delegated to a compiler. The higher the level of abstraction, the more work needs

to be done by the compiler. This makes the process of generating the final running

code significantly different from one solved by the node-level compilers currently

seen in WSNs.

Data-driven macroprogramming languages allow the developer to specify the

functionality of their application in terms of tasks that interact with each other only

using the data items that they produce and consume. The focus of the rest of this

chapter is to discuss in detail the design, implementation and evaluation of a com-

pilation framework to support a data-driven macroprogramming model called the

Abstract Task Graph (ATaG) [3], whose salient features are described in Section 2.

Overall, this chapter discusses the following:

• A general framework for compilation data-driven macroprogramming languages

like ATaG. An overview of the compilation process is given in Section 3. The

framework breaks down the process of converting the high-level specification to

node-level functionality into a set of independent, isolated procedures—such as

optimizing the placement of functionality on the real nodes, or predicting com-

munication costs. These different stages are connected through well-defined in-

terfaces, that allow for plugging in different modules implementing the various

steps of compilation. The compilation framework is described in detail in Sec-

tion 4.

• A demonstration of the flexibility and generality of the above framework by de-

scribing an end-to-end solution for compiling ATaG macroprograms. The proof-

of-concept compiler, obtained by instantiating the different modules in the frame-

work, provides the code to be deployed on each node, as well as an estimate of the

message passing costs of the same. Moreover, the resulting code can be deployed

on real world nodes as well as in a simulation environment.

• Section 5 presents the design and implementation of Srijan – a graphical toolkit

for WSN application development.

• Section 6 shows results from developing two realistic applications – building

environment management (HVAC) [15] and highway traffic management [24].

The functionality of the compiler is assessed by inspecting and comparing the

auto-generated code against a manually developed version of the same. The ex-

periments show that using Srijan, application developers can specify and deploy

their applications in a timely fashion, while having to write ∼ 2% of total system

code (or < 10% of application-specific code).

The details of the data-driven programming model of ATaG are discussed next.

2 Data-driven Macroprogramming

As discussed in the previous section, macroprogramming of WSNs is an active area

of research, with several programming paradigms currently being investigated. In

this chapter, we focus on the data-driven macroprogramming paradigm, where the
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Fig. 2 ATaG program for data-gathering

developers breaks up the functionality of their application into of tasks that interact

with each other only using the data items that they produce and consume, and do

not share any state otherwise. This technique is shown to be especially useful in

specifying a wide range of sense-and-respond applications [42]. The specific data-

driven macroprogramming that we focus on here is called the Abstract Task Graph

(ATaG) [3]. ATaG includes an extensible, high-level programming model to specify

the application behavior, and a corresponding node-level run-time support, the data-

driven ATaG runtime (DART) [2]. The compilation of ATaG programs consists of

mapping the high-level ATaG abstractions to the functionality provided by DART.

We now provide some background on these topics, as they represent the inputs and

outputs of the transformation process respectively.

2.1 Programming Model

ATaG provides a data driven programming model and a mixed imperative-declarative

program specification. A data driven model provides natural abstractions for spec-

ifying reactive behaviors, while declarative specifications are used to express the

placement of processing locations and the patterns of interactions.

The declarative portion of an ATaG program — a task graph — consists of the

following components (see Fig. 2 for details).

• Abstract Data Items: The main currency of information in an ATaG program.

They represent the information in its various stages of processing inside a WSN.

• Abstract Tasks: These represent the processing performed on the abstract data

items in the system. Tasks do not share state with other tasks, and can commu-

nicate only by producing and consuming data items. Tasks are annotated with

instantiation rules, specifying where they can be located, as well as firing rules,

specifying whether a task is triggered periodically or due to the production of

certain data item(s).

• Abstract Channels: These connect tasks to the data items consumed or produced

by them, and are annotated with logical scopes [35], which express the interest
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of a task in a data item. In an ATaG program, a data item can only be produced

by one abstract task, but can be consumed by many.

For each ATaG task, the developer also specifies the actions taken by the task us-

ing imperative code such as C or Java. Note that this code is concerned mostly with

the processing of the data that the task has received, and generating the data items

that the task will produce. To interact with the underlying runtime system, each

task must implement a handleDataItemReceived() method for each type of

data item that it is supposed to process. The task can output its data by calling the

putData() method implemented by the underlying runtime system. Additionally,

the developer needs to specify the details of each data item using imperative code.

Fig. 2 illustrates an example ATaG program specifying a data gathering applica-

tion [12] for building environment monitoring. Sensors within a cluster take periodic

temperature readings, which are then collected by the corresponding cluster-head.

The Sampler task represents the sensing in this application, while the Cluster-Head

task takes care of the collection. The Temperature data item is connected to both

tasks using abstract channels. The Sampler is triggered every 10 seconds accord-

ing to the periodic firing rule. The any-data rule requires Cluster-Head to

run when a data item is ready to be consumed on any of its incoming channels.

The nodes-per-instance:q@Device instantiation rule requires the task to

be instantiated once every q nodes equipped with a specific device. According

to @TemperatureSensor, the Sampler task in the example will be instanti-

ated on every node equipped with a temperature device. Since the programmer re-

quires a single Cluster-Head to be instantiated on every floor in the building, the

partition-per-instance:1/Floor instantiation rule is used for this task.

Its semantics is to derive a system partitioning based on the values of the node at-

tribute provided (Floor). In this case, the programmer requires only one task to be

instantiated in each partition.

As discussed earlier, the channels in the example program are annotated to ex-

press the interest of the producer and consumer tasks. The Sampler task generates

data items of type Temperature kept local to the node where they have been gen-

erated. The Cluster-Head collects data not only from its own partition (floor), but

also from adjacent ones. The logical-hops:1(Floor) annotation specifies a

number of hops counted in terms of how many system partitions can be crossed,

independent of the physical connectivity. Since Temperature data items are to be

used within one partition (floor) from where they generated, they will be delivered

to cluster-heads running on the same floor as the task that produced them, as well as

adjacent floors.

2.2 Runtime System

The node-level code output by the ATaG compiler is designed to run atop a sup-

porting runtime hiding the underlying, platform-specific details. Fig. 3 depicts the
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Fig. 3 DART: Data-driven ATaG run-time system.

architecture of the Data-driven ATaG Runtime (DART) [2]. The functionality is di-

vided into a set of modules to facilitate customization to various deployments.

The ATaGManager stores the declarative portion of the user-specified ATaG pro-

gram that is relevant to the particular node. This information includes task anno-

tations such as firing rule and I/O dependencies, and the annotations of input and

output channels associated with the data items that are produced or consumed by

tasks on the node. The DataPool is responsible for managing all instances of ab-

stract data items produced or consumed at the node. The NetworkStack module is in

charge of delivering data across nodes. The routing layer in it provides data-delivery

across logical scopes [37, 36] by implementing a dedicated routing scheme. In par-

ticular, the inputs to this module include the data items and the scope specifications

those are addressed to. A scope identifies, in a logical manner, the nodes an item is

addressed to by referring to the relevant node attributes. For instance, a scope may

specify all the nodes running the Cluster-Head tasks deployed on the first Floor as

intended recipients. Other subsystems of the NetworkStack are in charge of commu-

nication with other nodes in the network, and managing the physical layer protocols.

Note that by itself, ATaG does not deal with fault tolerance. However, the runtime

system and compiler developers are free to provide the user with an implementation

that takes desired fault-tolerance requirements and support them by techniques such

as task migration.
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3 Compilation Process

In the previous section, we described the ATaG data-driven macroprogramming

paradigm. In this section, we provide a formal definition of the process of com-

piling data-driven macroprograms to node-level code using the application given in

Fig. 2 as example.S C-HTS C-H
Floor 3Floor 2Floor 1ChannelCompositionTask Instantiation

Fig. 4 An example illustrating the compilation process of our sample program.

3.1 Input

The input to the compilation process consists of the following three components.

Abstract Task Graph (Declarative Part): Formally, an abstract task graph A(AT,

AD,AC) consists of a set AT of abstract tasks and a set AD of abstract data items.

The set of abstract channels AC can be divided into two subsets – the set of output

channels AOC ⊆ AT ×AD and a set of input channels AIC ⊆ AD×AT . In our exam-

ple, the Sampler is AT1 and Cluster-Head is AT2, while Temperature is AD1. AOC is

{AT1 → AD1} and AIC is {AD1 → AT2}.

Imperative Code for Each Task: For each task and data item, the developer pro-

vides imperative code, which describes the actions taken at the host node when a

task fires, and the internal details of the data item.

Network Description: For every node in the target network N, the compiler is also

given the following information:

• j: its unique ID.

• S j: the list of sensors attached to j.

• A j: the list of actuators attached to j.

• R j: a set of (RegionLabel,RegionID) attribute-value pairs to denote its member-

ship in the regions of the network (e.g., {(Floor,5),(Room,2)}).
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Runtime Library Files: These files contain the code for the basic modules of the

runtime system that are not changed during compilation, including routing protocols

etc.

3.2 Output

The goal of the compilation process is to generate a distributed application for the

target network description commiserate with what the developer specified in the

ATaG program. The output consists of the following parts:

Task Assignments: The compiler must decide on the mapping to allocate the in-

stantiated copies of the abstract tasks in AT to the nodes in N so as to satisfy all

placement constraints specified by the developer.

Customized Runtime Modules: The compiler must customize the DataPool of

each node to contain a list of the data items produced or consumed by the tasks

hosted by it. It also needs to configure the ATaGManager module with a list of

composed channel annotations, so when a data item is produced, the runtime can

compute the constraints imposed on the nodes which are hosting the recipient tasks

for it.

Cost Estimates: The compiler also provides an estimate of the running cost of the

application on the target deployment to provide feedback to the application devel-

oper. Note that the actual nature of the cost estimates returned can vary depending

on the developer’s needs. The costs returned may simply represent a measure of the

communication overhead involved, e.g., in terms of messages exchanged per minute

on a system-wide scale. Alternatively, finer-grained information may be computed,

such as the expected per-node lifetime.

3.3 Process Overview

The abstract nature of the task graph is precisely what provides the application

developer the desired high-level of abstraction needed to easily develop large and

complex sense-and-respond applications for networked sensing systems. However,

converting this high level specification to a distributed application while preserving

program semantics can be quite challenging. In this approach to the data-driven

macroprogram compilation problem, the following major steps are envisaged.

Composition of Abstract Channels: Owing to ATaG’s purely data-driven pro-

gramming model, the developer only specifies relations between tasks and the data

items they are producing (via AOC) and consuming (via AIC). While this provides a

clean model to the application developer, traditional task allocation techniques work

on task graphs with direct dependency links between tasks. To address the problem
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of generating such task graphs, each path ATi → ADk → ATj in the abstract task

graph is converted to an edge ATi → ATj.

Instantiating Abstract Tasks: The annotations of the abstract tasks in AT allow the

developer to design one macroprogram for a variety of deployments. For example,

the developer does not need to worry about the number of floors in the building,

because he can use the region-per-instance:1/Floor instantiation rule.

After the channels are composed, the compiler has the responsibility of expand this

compact representation of the tasks into a full-fledged task graph that truly repre-

sents the data-processing happening in the system.

The instantiated task graph (ITaG) is the internal representation used for this

stage of the compilation process. It consists of multiple copies of each abstract task

specified in the ATaG program, each ready to be assigned to individual nodes. The

(directed) edges of the ITaG connect each task to the tasks that depend on it, i.e.,

the tasks that a) copies of abstract tasks that consume the data item produced by

it, and b) belong to the logical scope specified by the constraints in the connecting

composed channel. Formally, the ITaG I(IT, IC) is a graph whose vertices are in

a set IT of instantiated tasks and whose edges are from the set IC of instantiated

channels. For each task ATi in the abstract task graph from which I is instantiated,

there are f (ATi,N) elements in IT , where f maps the abstract task to the number of

times it is instantiated in N. IC ⊆ IT × IT connects the instantiated version of the

tasks. The ITaG I can also be represented as a graph G(V,E), where V = IT and

E = IC. Additionally, each ITj in the ITaG has a label indicating the subset of nodes

in N it is to be deployed on. This overlay of communicating tasks over the target

deployment enables the use of modified versions of classical techniques meant for

analyzing task graphs.

For example, for the application in Fig. 4, since there are seven nodes with at-

tached temperature sensors, f (AT1,N)= 7, following the 1@TemperatureSen-

sor instantiation rule of the Sampler task. Similarly, f (AT2,N) = 3, since the

Cluster-Head task is to be instantiated once on each of the three floors. The figure

shows one allocation of the tasks in IT , with arrows representing the instantiated

channels in IC (it shows channels leading to only one instance of AT2 for clarity).

Note that the although the ITaG notation captures the information stored in the ab-

stract task graph (including the instantiation rules of the tasks and the scopes of the

connecting channels) it does not capture the firing rules associated with each task.

The compiler’s task involves incorporating the firing rule information while making

decisions about allocating the tasks on the nodes.

Task Mapping: This task graph with composed channels is then instantiated on the

given target network. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of a target network. The nodes

are on three different floors, and those marked with a thermometer have temperature

sensors attached to them. In this stage, the compiler computes the mapping M : IT →
N, while satisfying the placement constraints on the tasks.

Customization of Runtime Modules: Based on the final mapping of tasks to nodes,

and the composed channels, the Datapool and ATaGManager modules are config-

ured for each node to handle the tasks and data items associated with it.
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3.4 Challenges

The various stages described above each pose their own set of challenges. Since the

channels in ATaG have logical scopes associated with them, the process of com-

posing channels results in the (composed abstract channel) CACi jk being annotated

with the union of three constraints. The first is that the node should have task ATj

assigned to it. The second(third) constraint is obtained by combining the instanti-

ation rule of ATi(ATj) with the annotation on the abstract channel connecting it to

ADk. For instance, in our example, after composition, AC121 is {(Cluster-Head is

instantiated) && (Floor = Floor of Sampler or ±1)}. Depending on the complexity

of scopes used in the channels, the resultant constraint can be further simplified by

set operations to get a more compact constraint for the composed channel.

During the creation of the ITaG, maintaining the connections between the in-

stantiated tasks in accordance with the placement rules on the tasks and the scope

annotations on the channels is of utmost importance, and can be time consuming

if not done efficiently. Finally, an added complexity in the compilation process is

brought by the large space of optimizations possible in the process to meet the user-

specified performance goals (e.g. energy efficiency). Note that although tasks are

assigned fixed locations at the end of the compilation process, task migration can

happen later if the the underlying system supports it. Even in such situations, a good

initial task placement by a compiler using global knowledge can go a long way in

creating efficient systems.

The following section describes how the components of the compilation frame-

work act together to produce the outputs from the inputs, using the ITaG notation

internally, and the implementation details of the ATaG compiler.

4 Compilation Framework

ATaG is designed to enable the addition of domain-specific constructs, and cus-

tomize the abstractions offered depending on the application requirements. This re-

quires a flexible and extensible approach to the compilation problem. Ideally, the

system designer should be given the ability to add new language constructs by im-

plementing the required mappings without modifying any of the pre-existing compi-

lation mechanisms. For instance, creating a new instantiation rule should not require

modifications to the algorithms used to map tasks to nodes using an existing rule.

To address this issue, first the different steps involved in the compilation of ATaG

programs were identified by factoring out orthogonal concerns and mechanisms.

Next, considering the decomposition obtained, a modular compilation framework

was designed, upon which the construction of the ATaG compiler was based. In this

section, we describe the different modules of the framework (illustrated in Fig. 5),

based on the problem definition of Section 3. The compilation stages are encapsu-

lated in separated modules, and defined generic interfaces between them so as to

minimize inter-module dependencies. The modules are as follows:
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COMPILER

Imperative PartParserImperative Code Generator ITaG Creator[creates instances of tasks, to be allocated later]Network Description
System Linker[customizes runtime modules and creates output files] Cost EsimatesAssigned Tasks and Customized Runtime Modules

Task Firing Model[based on the imperative code]Task Allocation Module
Declarative PartCommonTemplates Channel Composer

From Libraries Macroprogram From Developer From System Specification

For Deployment on Nodes For Feedback to Developer
Energy ModelEstimatorFault ModelComm. Model

Fig. 5 The ATaG Compilation Framework.

Parser. The parser converts text files containing the declarative part of the program

to an internal representation that is then used by the other modules. This process

also involves a syntax check where errors such as duplicate task/data names and

the existence of more than one producer task for one data item are identified and

reported to the programmer.

In the current implementation, the declarative part of the ATaG program is spec-

ified using XML. This allows an easy integration of tools for the automated genera-

tion of XML specifications from graphical representations. The parser module is a

simple XML parser that performs the aforementioned checks, assigns unique IDs to

tasks and data items, and populates an internal data structure with the information.

Imperative Code Generator. Based on the parser output, the imperative code gen-

erator creates a set of files containing the basic declaration of the variables associ-

ated with each task and data items. The imperative part of the code provided by the

programmer can then be plugged into these templates.

In the prototype implementation, the imperative part of an ATaG program is ex-

pressed using Java. As such, the current code generator creates Java files with unique

numerical constants for each abstract task and data item corresponding to their ID.

Then, it creates a separate class for each abstract task with basic functionality filled

in (e.g., a thread instance with a loop for periodic tasks).
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Channel Composer. Based on the declarative part of the ATaG program returned

by the parser, this module performs the composition of channels to and from each

data item to form edges of the ITaG, as described in Section 3.

Depending on the actual channel annotations supported, the prototype implemen-

tation may perform a range of operations, from a simple concatenation to complex

operations that also consider the instantiation rules of the producer/consumer tasks.

ITaG Creator. Based on the network description and the output of the channel

translator, the ITaG creator first computes the number of distinct target regions for

each task, i.e., the set of candidate nodes for hosting a given task. For instance, tasks

instantiated with nodes-per-instance:x as instantiation rule have the entire

system as target region. For tasks assigned by partition-per-instance:

x/PLabel, each set of nodes with the same value for PLabel is a target region

(e.g., each node in Floor 5). The ITaG creator then instantiates the required number

of copies of each abstract task, attaching metadata to each instantiated task signify-

ing its target region. The ITaG creator also computes the edges in this new graph,

based on the composed channels. Note that, at this stage, tasks are instantiated but

not yet assigned to nodes. That is done by the task allocator module, discussed next.

The implementation of this module performs the above operations using the net-

work description read from a text file containing basic information on the nodes,

e.g., their identifier, and set of attributes describing their characteristics, such as the

sensing devices installed.

Task Allocation Module. As such, the allocation module is one of the most impor-

tant parts of the compilation process, since it is responsible for computing a mapping

from the set of instantiated tasks to the set of nodes. Note the task instantiation rules

can be characterized as either fixed location (e.g., nodes-per-instance:1)

or variable location (e.g., nodes-per-instance:3), depending on whether or

not there is a unique way of instantiating the copies of a task given the network

description. In this respect, an extremely large problem space exists depending on

the annotations used, metrics to be optimized, and properties of the network. To per-

form its job, the allocation module relies on two further modules — the estimator

and the task firing model — described next.

In this implementation, this module performs task allocation in two passes. In

the first pass, it assigns all the tasks with fixed locations. In the second pass, it as-

signs variable location tasks. For the latter, one of the initial implementations used a

random task-assignment policy, with each node in the target region having an equal

probability of hosting the instances of the task. However, due to the generality of

the framework, more sophisticated mechanisms can be plugged in to achieve perfor-

mance goals specified by the application designer. Several task-mapping algorithms

for improved performance have also been proposed [44].

Estimator. Taking as inputs the network description and the task placement returned

by the allocation module, the estimator computes the cost metric returned at the end

of the compilation process. The framework gives great flexibility in instantiating

this module, as its interface is designed to be generic w.r.t. the nature of information

required. This allows application developers to explore the trade-off between the
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quality of the estimate obtained, and the time required to obtain it. For instance,

during the early design stages it is usually helpful to have a quick estimate of the

communication costs, so that many alternative solutions can be explored. In this

case, a simple but fast estimation algorithm can be employed that does not account

for message losses. Conversely, when the application developer is to fine-tune the

application, an actual simulation of the deployed application can be run within the

estimator.

In the prototype system, both ends of the spectrum were implemented. On one

hand, there is a naive estimator returning communication costs as if all the tasks

produced data when fired and the underlying routing mechanisms were able to iden-

tify the optimal message routes. On the other hand, there is also a wrapper around

SWANS/Jist [4]: a simulator able to run unmodified Java code on top of a simulated

network. This plug-and-play capability highlights the power of the framework.

Task Firing Model. It would appear that if one knew the exact paths taken by the

data items, one can precisely estimate the cost of running a given task allocation.

However, not all instantiated tasks produce data when they fire. For instance, al-

though a Temperature Sampler task may produce a Temperature data item whenever

it fires, an Alarm task may or may not produce an alarm depending on whether or

not the temperature of the region is high enough. The task firing model’s function

is to assign probabilities to the firing of various tasks in the program. Although this

module is not mandatory for a working compiler, various approaches can be used to

obtain the needed information - ranging from the developer providing profiling data

obtained from previous runs of the system, to static code analysis techniques [13, 5].

System Linker. At the end of the whole process, the linker module combines the

information generated by the various modules of the compiler into the code to be de-

ployed on the nodes of the target system. More specifically, it configures the ATaG-

Manager and DataPool modules in the node-level run-time depending on the task

and data items handled at each node, and merges the imperative code provided by

the application developer with the templates generated by the imperative code gen-

erator.

In the current implementation, the output of this module is a set of Java packages

for each node. Note that these files are not binaries. They still need to be compiled

in the classical sense, but that can be done by any node-level compiler designed for

the target platform.

5 Srijan: Graphical Toolkit for Data-driven WSN

Macroprogramming

Since the goal of WSN macroprogramming research is to make application de-

velopment easier for the domain expert, we believe that it is absolutely necessary

to make easy-to-use toolkits for macroprogramming available to them in order to

both make their task easier, as well as to gain feedback about the macroprogram-
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Task Graph [XML/GME]
Auto-GeneratedImperative Code [Java]

Network Description
Task Graph Specification GUI

Customizable Code Auto-generator
Target System Description GUI
Compilation and Deployment GUIDeployment on Nodes [J2ME bytecode]

Fig. 6 Overview of application development using Srijan

ming paradigms themselves. Although various efforts exist in literature for making

WSN application development easier, very few general purpose graphical toolk-

its for macroprogramming are publicly available for the application developer to

choose from. In this section, we show how the macroprogram compilation frame-

work discussed above has been incorporated into Srijan (named after the Sanskrit

word for creation), an easy-to-use graphical front-end to the various steps involved

in developing an application using ATaG. Fig. 6 shows the various components of

this toolkit. The clear arrows show the inputs, while the gray arrows show the output

of each component. The various components of Srijan are as follows.

Task Graph Description GUI. The ability of specifying a WSN application in a

graphical manner as interconnected task and data items is a major part of ease-of-

use provided by ATaG. In Srijan, the Generic Modeling Environment (GME) [17]

has been customized so that developers can easily specify their abstract task graphs,

complete with channel and task annotations. Fig. 7 shows how a developer can spec-

ify the task graph of a building environment management application (detailed in

Section 6.1) using the Srijan GUI. Once the details of the task graph are specified,

Srijan generates an equivalent XML file, which can be used by the other modules.
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Panel for drawing the task graph
Parts browser Panel for editing attributes

Fig. 7 Building Environment Management (HVAC) application in the Srijan task description GUI

Network Description, Compilation, and Deployment GUI. The second part of

Srijan(shown in Fig. 8) allows the developer to perform a set of actions. First, he

can graphically specify the target network description, including the attributes of

each node (alternatively, he can upload the specifications in a file). Secondly, the

toolkit uses the task graph to generate a separate Java file for each task and data

item with auto-generated communication and task-firing code.

Using the GUI, the developer can then invoke the compiler with the necessary

parameters (optimization option, randomizer seed, etc.), which results in the gener-

ation of a set of Java files, one for each node in the target system, including the task

and data code, as well as the customized runtime system modules. Finally, the de-

veloper can use Srijan to generate the bytecode for each node and deploy it to each

Sun SPOT [49] over the air. The toolkit is currently under actively development, and

has been released for download [48].
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Fig. 8 Network description, compilation and deployment using Srijan

AvgQueueLength RampSignalCalculator RampSignal[partition-per-instance:1/HighwaySector][anydata] RampSignalDisplayer[nodes-per-instance:1@rampSignalActuator][anydata]AvgSpeed
SpeedLimitCalculator SpeedLimitdomain SpeedLimitDisplayer[nodes-per-instance:1@speedLimitActuator][anydata]locallogical-hops: 1 (HighwaySector)RampSampler VehiclePresencedomain

AvgQueueLengthCalculator localSpeedSampler RawSpeed AvgSpeedCalculatorlocal local
[nodes-per-instance:1@presenceSensor][periodic:10][nodes-per-instance:1@speedSensor][periodic:10] domainlocal [partition-per-instance:1/HighwaySector][anydata][partition-per-instance:1/HighwaySector][anydata]

[partition-per-instance:1/HighwaySector][anydata] logical-hops: 1 (HighwaySector)logical-hops: 1 (HighwaySector)logical-hops: 1 (HighwaySector) domain local
Fig. 9 An ATaG program for highway traffic management.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Reference Applications

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the ATaG compiler, we consider two non-trivial

applications, and report on the functionality of the code generated, as well as the

performance of the compilation process.

The first application, illustrated in Fig. 9, describes a highway traffic manage-

ment system. In this case, two different sub-goals must be achieved - regulating the

speed of vehicles on the highway by controlling speed limit displays, and control-



20 Animesh Pathak and Viktor K. PrasannaHumidity SamplerHumidity Collector Actiondomain HVAC Controllerlocallocal domainTemperature Sampler Temperaturelocal domain[nodes-per-instance:1@temperatureSensor][periodic:10] [nodes-per-instance:1@humiditySensor][periodic:10] [partition-per-instance:1/floor][anydata] [nodes-per-instance:1@hvacActuator][anydata]
Fig. 10 An ATaG program for building environment management.

ling the access to the highway by means of red/green signals on the ramps. The

highway is divided into sectors, and sensors are deployed on the highway lanes and

ramps to sense the speed and presence of vehicles, respectively. The sensed data

goes through a multi-stage process where it is first aggregated w.r.t. a single sector

to derive an average measure (AvgSpeedCalculator and AvgQueueLengthCalcula-

tor tasks), and then delivered to tasks deciding the actions taken in adjacent high-

way sectors (SpeedLimitCalculator and RampSignalCalculator tasks). The latter is

expressed using the logical-hops construct relative to the HighwaySector

attribute. Finally, data items describing the actions to perform are delivered to dedi-

cated tasks instantiated on nodes equipped with the corresponding device, i.e., speed

limit displays for the SpeedLimitDisplayer, and ramp signals for the RampSignalD-

isplayer.

The second application, depicted in Fig. 10, targets a building environment man-

agement system. Essentially, the processing is similar to the cluster-based data ag-

gregation of Fig. 2, but now gathering data from two different types of sensors. The

@TemperatureSensor and @HumiditySensor constructs are used to distin-

guish nodes with different types of sensing devices. Additionally, the cluster-head

also outputs data items representing actions to perform on the environment. These

items are input to an additional task that actually operates the heating, ventilation,

and air conditioner (HVAC) devices in the building. As for this, the programmer

requires the task to be instantiated on nodes with HVAC devices installed by means

of the @hvacActuator construct.

6.2 Evaluation of the Compiler

Code Functionality. The logic for both applications was hand-coded to perform

simulation studies on the underlying routing mechanisms [34]. The hand-written

code also allowed to verify the functionality of the ATaG compiler, by comparing

the automatically generated code with the one used in the aforementioned studies.

Indeed, by comparing the simulation logs obtained using the SWANS/Jist [4] sim-
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ulator, it was confirmed that the compiler-generated code is functionally equivalent

to the hand-written version.

Settings for Performance Studies. Here we look at the time and memory taken to

compile the above ATaG programs. Since the task firing model used assumes that

all tasks produce data when fired, the specific imperative code of the tasks does

not influence the complexity of compilation. Rather, the compiler’s performance is

mainly dictated by the declarative part of an ATaG program and the characteristics

of the deployment environment. More specifically, the following factors were seen

to be pivotal in determining the time/memory taken to compile:

1. the number of abstract tasks, data items, and channels,

2. the nature of instantiation rules and channel interests, and

3. the number of nodes specified in the network description.

Building Traffic

Abstract Tasks 4 8

nodes-per-instance:x@PLabel 3 4

partition-per-instance:x/PLabel 1 4

Abstract Data Items 3 6

Abstract Channels 6 14

local 3 6

domain 3 4

logical-hops:1(PLabel) 0 4

Fig. 11 Complexity of the task graphs of sample applications.

The complexity of the compilation task comes from different sources. The ef-

fort in composing channels is dependent on the actual channel annotations used,

as well as the number of channels themselves. The ITaG creation stage becomes

more complex as the complexity of the network grows. Note that this includes the

number of logical regions the network can be divided into, as well as the variation

in the attributes of the nodes. The size of the problem addressed by the task allo-

cation module depends both on the network size as well as the constraints used in

the program. For instance, placing a task whose instantiation rule is in the form

partition-per-instance:x/PLabel requires more processing than plac-

ing a task with nodes-per-instance:1. All this in turn affects the perfor-

mance of the system linker as it customizes the run-time on each node. Fig. 11

reports the values of these factors seen in the sample applications.

In these tests, the compilation framework has been instantiated with the proto-

type implementations described in Section 4 for each module. In particular, the naive

estimator and an always-firing task firing model were employed. For each test per-

formed, the compilation process was repeated 500 times to account for fluctuations

due to concurrent processes.

Performance Results. Fig. 12 illustrates the performance of the compiler as a func-

tion of the number of target nodes. As expected, the time taken to compile an ATaG

program grows quadratically as the number of nodes increases. This is due to the
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Fig. 12 Performance of the ATaG compiler w.r.t target network size.

naive estimator used, that computes the all-to-all shortest path with an algorithm

whose time complexity is quadratic w.r.t. the number of vertices. However, fairly

large instances can be compiled in reasonable time. For instance, slightly more than

ten seconds are needed to compile the traffic application for a target system with

> 250 nodes.

In addition, the memory consumed during the compilation process exhibits a

linear increase with respect to the number of nodes in the deployed system. The

source of this behavior is in the data structures employed in the ITaG creator and

allocation modules, that allocate a fixed amount of data for each target node. The

memory consumed is always well within the limits of standard desktop PCs (< 100

MB).

In exchange for the above costs in term of memory and time, the framework

buys the developer ease-of-use in implementing the application using ATaG macro-

programs, as discussed next.

6.3 Evaluation of the Toolkit

To evaluate the performance of Srijan, both the applications discussed in Section 6.1

were developed using it. For each of the applications, the complete end-to-end de-

velopment was performed – starting from specifying the ATaG task graph to deploy-

ment of code on the nodes – using Srijan. The developer used a Pentium-4 2.8 GHz

laptop with 1GB of RAM running Windows XP for evaluation. The deployment was

done onto the Sun SPOT [49] nodes, with a 180 MHz 32 bit ARM920T processor,

512K RAM and 4M Flash memory. The nodes run the Squawk Java virtual machine

directly out of flash memory, and can run programs written using J2ME libraries.

The Sun SPOT base station was used to deploy the code over-the-air (OTA) to the

SPOTs. The Java hProf profiler [23] was used for measuring execution time.
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During the experiments, a variety of statistics was collected. The first metric was

the time taken by the toolkit to a) create the auto-generated imperative code code

templates, b) allocate tasks to the nodes and generate per-node customized Java

files, and c) generate the Java bytecode for each node and deploy it over the air. In

addition to the above times, the experiment also collected statistics regarding the

amount of total code that was written by the application developer versus the code

auto-generated by Srijan. Although the line-of-code metric is more a measure of the

power of the ATaG compiler, the numbers are reported because a) these numbers

are of the J2ME-targeted implementation of the ATaG compilation framework, and

b) this emphasizes the power of the ATaG macroprogramming paradigm which is

made accessible to the application developer in a graphical manner by the Srijan

toolkit.

In addition to the above objective metrics, the experiment also measured the time

it took for an application developer using Srijan to specify the ATaG task graph as

well as the time taken in customizing the imperative code generated by it. Note that

that these timings are variable from person to person, and more accurate statements

can be made only after doing large user-studies.

HVAC Traffic

Imperative Code Gen. Time (ms) 1766 3422

Node-Specific Code Gen. Time (ms) 31967 77089

Per-node Deployment Time (s) 21 23

Source Files Edited by Developer 11 18

Total Number of Source Files 57 64

Lines of Application-specific Auto-generated Code 569 1019

Lines of Application-specific Code Written by Developer 60 81

Total Lines of Code 3433 3904

Task Graph Specification Time (min) 10 25

Imperative Code Editing Time (min) 17 60

Fig. 13 Costs involved in various stages of application development using Srijan

The experimental data is summarized in Table 13. Note that the time taken by

Srijan to generate the files are within acceptable limits, and are limited only by

the hardware it is being run on, and in the case of deployment, also on the Java

compiler used by the Sun SPOT SDK. More importantly, the developer had to write

only a very small fraction of Java source files. The total code deployed on each

node consists of three components: a) Base Template Code — containing the DART

libraries, b) Application-specific Auto-generated Code — generated by Srijan, and

c) User-generated Code — written by the application developer to specify the details

of the task and data. Fig. 14 shows that the user-generated code is only around 2%

of the total code. Even if the library code is neglected, Srijan generated > 90%

of the application-specific code in each case. The importance of the time taken by

the application developer in specifying the task graph and customizing the auto-

generated code is highlighted by the fact that under normal circumstances, Srijan

will be used by domain experts, e.g. civil engineers, who would have taken much

more time customizing the runtime protocols and figuring out the task placements if
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Fig. 14 Distribution of code generation effort

it was not available as part of Srijan. These initial experiments demonstrate that the

toolkit makes application development for WSNs more convenient for the domain

expert.

7 Concluding Remarks

In spite of the developments in various areas of supporting applications on wireless

sensor networks, the difficulty in application development still presents a hurdle to

their wide acceptance. This chapter presented an overview of the various approaches

available to WSN application developers for creating their applications, both at the

node level and at the system-level. Focussing specifically on data-driven macropro-

gramming, we discussed a general compilation framework for a data-driven macro-

programming language for sensor networks. The framework was then shown to be

used for developing a compiler that can convert macroprograms written in ATaG

into a running sensor system, which was followed by a discussion of Srijan – a

graphical toolkit for end-to-end development of WSN applications using the ATaG

data-driven macroprogramming language. Through experiments, it was shown that

the time taken to compile the macroprogram depends closely on the complexity of

both the macroprogram and that of the target sensor system, and also that using Sri-

jan, developers can quickly develop realistic WSN applications while writing a very

small fraction of the actual application code.

Although data-driven macroprogramming aims to help make WSN application

design easy, it is up to the designers of the compiler and runtime system to make up

for the loss of performance (e.g., high energy costs, shorter lifetimes) that inevitably

accompany a rise in the level of abstraction by incorporating optimizations in the
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compilation process. Two such optimizations that can be looked at are placing tasks

to reduce to communication costs and increase the system lifetime; and performing

logical-expression sharing when combining the scopes in the channel-annotations

of the task graph. We believe that future research in the domain will see experts in

each stage of the compilation process developing better techniques and algorithms

for their part.
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